EQUIPMENT INFORMATION

MRB™ COMPONENTS

MRB™ OUTER BELT

MRB™ OUTER COVER

MRB™ INNER BELT
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OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS

DONNING THE MRB™: CONFIGURATION A

1A. Before donning, pass the inner belt through the two loops on the
outer cover and center it as shown.
1B. Slide inner belt through pant side belt loops.

2. Continue to slide the inner belt through the front pant belt loops.
Secure inner belt webbing onto itself without looping through the metal
buckle. Do not fasten the inner belt.

Note: Inner belt can be passed through rear pant loops first if desired.

3. Wrap the outer cover with outer belt around the waist, ensuring that
the hook panels of the outer cover make proper contact with the loop
panels of the inner belt.

4. Fasten outer belt buckle. Outer belt adjustments may be made by
tightening or loosening the outer belt webbing.
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MODULAR RIGGER’S BELT (MRB)
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DONNING THE MRB™: CONFIGURATION B

1. Separate outer cover and outer belt from inner belt. Don inner belt by
passing through all pant loops. Pass webbing through metal buckle and
securely fasten as shown.

2. Wrap the outer cover with outer belt around the waist, ensuring that
the hook panels of the outer cover make proper contact with the loop
panels of the inner belt.

3. Fasten outer belt buckle. Outer belt adjustments may be made by
tightening or loosening the outer belt webbing.
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CONFIGURING THE MRB™: USING ALTERNATIVE BELTS

1. Remove MRB™ outer belt by removing buckle(s) from either side and
pulling out the belt completely to separate it from the assembly. Insert
rigger belt into belt slot as shown.

2. Continue to slide the rigger’s belt through the sleeve in the outer cover
until it is completely routed through. MRB™ can now be donned using
the alternative belt.
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CONFIGURING THE MRB™: INSTALLING A DROP HOLSTER

1. There are two slots for installing drop holsters; one on each side
(left and right) of the outer cover. Locate the drop holster pocket on the
exterior side of the outer cover. Open slot to reveal MRB™ outer belt or
alternative rigger’s belt (see page 5).

2. Insert drop holster webbing into slot and route over belt as shown.

3. Continue to route drop holster webbing through the slot around the
belt and return as shown. Tuck belt back into slot.

4. Configure any height adjustments for drop holster and reattach drop
holster webbing. Close drop holster slot to complete installation.
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